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Voices from the Ancestors brings together the reflective writings and spiritual practices of Xicanx,
Latinx, and Afro-Latinx womxn and male allies in the United States who seek to heal from the
historical traumas of colonization by returning to ancestral traditions and knowledge. This wisdom is
based on the authors’ oral traditions, research, intuitions, and lived experiences—wisdom inspired
by, and created from, personal trajectories on the path to spiritual conocimiento, or inner spiritual
inquiry. This conocimiento has reemerged over the last fifty years as efforts to decolonize lives,
minds, spirits, and bodies have advanced. Yet this knowledge goes back many generations to the
time when the ancestors understood their interconnectedness with each other, with nature, and with
the sacred cosmic forces—a time when the human body was a microcosm of the universe. Reclaiming
and reconstructing spirituality based on non-Western epistemologies is central to the process of
decolonization, particularly in these fraught times. The wisdom offered here appears in a variety of
forms—in reflective essays, poetry, prayers, specific guidelines for healing practices, communal
rituals, and visual art, all meant to address life transitions and how to live holistically and with a
spiritual consciousness for the challenges of the twenty-first century.
Honoring relatives by tending graves, building altars, and cooking festive meals has been an honored
tradition among Latin Americans for centuries. The tribute, "el Dia de los Muertos," has enjoyed
renewed popularity since the 1970s when Latino activists and artists in the United States began
expanding "Day of the Dead" north of the border with celebrations of performance art, Aztec danza,
art exhibits, and other public expressions. Focusing on the power of ritual to serve as a
communication medium, Regina M. Marchi combines a mix of ethnography, historical research, oral
history, and critical cultural analysis to explore the manifold and unexpected transformations that
occur when the tradition is embraced by the mainstream. A testament to the complex nature of
ethnic identity, Day of the Dead in the USA provides insight into the power of ritual to create
community, transmit oppositional messages, and advance educational, political, and economic goals.
In her first book for children, Ruiz ("The Book of Memory Gaps") draws from her own history to share
a deeply personal tale about remembering what's most important when life starts to get in the way.
Full color.
RUSA BOOK AND MEDIA AWARD WINNER MPIBA's EATING THE WEST AWARD FINALIST AMERICAN
PHOTOGRAPHY 37 WINNER IPA INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY AWARD WINNER Named one of the
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best cookbooks of the year by the Arizona Republic, Phoenix New Times, and Arizona Daily Star Learn
how to make Mexican food the Sonoran way! "Jackie's delicious book takes me back to Tucson, with
each incredibly delicious recipe, tied to stories and wonderful characters. It will connect you to the
one and only place that Tucson is. What a delight!" —Pati Jinich, chef, cookbook author, and host of
PBS's Pati's Mexican Table Award-winning photographer and cookbook author Jackie Alpers shares
her own inspired recipe creations in this book as well as recipes for her favorite restaurants' dishes
provided by 16 regional chefs, while incorporating the history of the region, the mysticism and lore,
and how it has contributed to the food of the people who live there. Building from tried-and-true
basics and tutorials on tacos, enchiladas, carne asada, and huevos rancheros, she divulges secrets to
making the Tucson area's most unique Sonoran style savories and sweets, including: Chicken Mole
Amarillo, Adobo Pulled Pork, Red Pozole, Dark Chocolate and Coffee Figgy Pudding Cakes, and more.
For cooks of all levels, from anywhere in the world. This cookbook welcomes you to bring the
Sonoran region's best and most iconic tastes into your own kitchen.
Language Power: Student Guided Practice Book Grades K-2 Level B
Emergent 6-Pack Collection
Yellow Owl Workshop's Make It Yours
Trail Guide to World Geography
Making Time for God from Advent through Epiphany
The Eco Guide to Better Homekeeping

Bring out your child’s creativity and imagination with more than 60 artful activities in this completely
revised and updated edition Art making is a wonderful way for young children to tap into their
imagination, deepen their creativity, and explore new materials, all while strengthening their fine motor
skills and developing self-confidence. The Artful Parent has all the tools and information you need to
encourage creative activities for ages one to eight. From setting up a studio space in your home to finding
the best art materials for children, this book gives you all the information you need to get started. You’ll
learn how to: * Pick the best materials for your child’s age and learn to make your very own * Prepare art
activities to ease children through transitions, engage the most energetic of kids, entertain small groups,
and more * Encourage artful living through everyday activities * Foster a love of creativity in your family
A courageous farm girl's life is changed forever when she falls in love with a charming street musician,
opening her eyes to the cruel mistreatment of Mexico's mine workers and compelling her to stand with
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them against their oppressor - the man she is marrying. Esperanza lives a charmed life. The daughter of a
wealthy landowner, her family is thrilled when she attracts the attentions of the handsome and
mysterious Don Raúl, opening the door to a glittering life of opulence for them all. However, a chance
encounter with a charming street musician forces Esperanza to open her eyes to the cruel underworld of
Mexico's mistreated working classes, and she begins to doubt everything she ever thought she wanted. As
the people begin to rise up in a bloodthirsty revolution against their oppressors, Esperanza is forced to
make choices that she hoped never to face. Esperanza's decisions threaten to tear apart her family, her
heart, and the country she loves. In this brutal world where a few careless words can cost lives, will the
price of freedom prove to be more than what she is willing to pay? Led by strong female characters,
ARTIE'S COURAGE turns the common damsel in distress trope on its head. Based on real historical events,
this thrilling page-turner story of love and courage in the face of adversity follows characters on an
emotional journey through laughter, tears, passion, and heartbreak.
Offer a fun and natural progression in reading with colorful books written in Spanish that feature content
from TIME FOR KIDS® and cover science and social studies themes. The books include familiar concepts,
high-interest content, and a variety of colorful graphics. 12-20 pages per book. This 10-title set includes
Grande y pequeño (Big and Little); Este soy yo (This Is Me); En movimiento (On the Go); Terreno (Land);
Como crecen las plantas (How Plants Grow); La vida de una rana (A Frog's Life); Cosas con alas (Things
with Wings); Haz papel picado (Make Papel Picado); Mantenerse sano (Staying Healthy); and Casas
alrededor del mundo (Homes Around the World).
Collects legends and stories to be shared aloud, including tales of tricksters, transformation, magic and
adventure, dos compadres, animals, and the world's beginning.
Traditional Tales from Mexico
Simple Ways to Fill Your Family's Life with Art and Creativity
Day of the Dead Folk Art
Lemons and Lavender
From Calaveras to Quinceañeras
Choices & Changes in Life, School, and Work, Grade 2-4
Los Angeles magazine is a regional magazine of national stature. Our combination of award-winning feature writing, investigative reporting,
service journalism, and design covers the people, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, fashion, art and architecture, and news that define
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Southern California. Started in the spring of 1961, Los Angeles magazine has been addressing the needs and interests of our region for 48
years. The magazine continues to be the definitive resource for an affluent population that is intensely interested in a lifestyle that is
uniquely Southern Californian.
Put on your creative-thinking cap, grab your art supplies, and discover different cultures through crafts! This collection combines stories
from Fiction Readers and informational text found in TIME FOR KIDS Nonfiction Readers. Introduce students to multiple text types as called
for in the Common Core and other state standards. Both the fiction and nonfiction books contain high-interest text, vibrant illustrations and
images, age-appropriate text features, and increasingly complex vocabulary. This collection includes six copies of each title and a lesson
plan. The titles in this collection include: Make Papel Picado; Make a Chinese New Year Dragon; Make a Gingerbread Man; The Princess and
the Pea; What Can You See?; and The Bears' Story by Baldwin B. Bear.
Following the practical programs laid out here, young adult librarians in public libraries, school librarians, and adult and young adult
services staff can easily explore many diverse cultures.
Do you have something to celebrate? You can celebrate by making papel picado! Featuring vibrant step-by-step photo instructions, this
nonfiction book helps introduce children to another culture through craft-making and designs. This 6-Pack includes six copies of this title
and a lesson plan.
Celebrating Latino Authors and Illustrators
Haz papel picado (Make Papel Picado)
Day of the Dead in the USA, Second Edition
Artie's Courage
Fix It, Make It, Grow It, Bake It
Faithful Celebrations

This publication contains complete instructions for teaching the lessons in Choices and Changes, Grades 24. The Choices and
Changes series is designed to help students understand how the U.S. economy works and their roles in the economy as
consumers, savers and workers.
Do you have something to celebrate? You can celebrate by making papel picado! Featuring vibrant step-by-step photo
instructions, this nonfiction book helps introduce children to another culture through craft-making and designs.
Author Billee Sharp shares her freecycling, budget-savvy, barter-better wisdom in this step-by-step handbook for revolutionizing
spending habits and reclaiming quality of life. Lemons and Lavender is an inspiring and instructive guide to living the handmade
life by consuming less and creating more. Practical and profound, this handy how-to covers every area of life and offers easy-to-do
tips, recipes, and advice for saving money and the planet. Learn how to ditch your lawn and raise organic vegetables, cook healthy
meals for pennies, cure minor maladies from the kitchen cabinet, save big dollars with small repairs, and eco-clean your house
with lemons and lavender. With this guide, families can live more joyfully and far more creatively, all on a dime.
Announcing the biggest, best, most innovative book ever on paper craft. Even better, this is not about how to use costly, artsy
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paper, but how to turn stuff around the house—magazines and shopping bags, candy wrappers and paint sample cards, wrapping
paper, old maps, and paper towel tubes—into stunning jewelry, gifts, home decor, party favors, and much more. Chances are
you’ve seen the author’s cutting-edge work in the windows of Anthropologie, where she is the chain’s merchandising manager. An
inveterate crafter who creates projects and styles photo shoots for magazines like Parents and Vogue Knitting, Kayte Terry takes
the most versatile of materials and the most basic of crafts (remember snipping valentines out of construction paper?), and creates
something completely trans- formative. Turn a sheaf of any white or graph paper into an amazing Scrap Happy Globe Lantern for
the dining room. Fashion colored tissue paper into Songbird Votives, leftover raffle tickets into a Prizewinning Bowl, that out-dated
pile of holiday catalogs into a picture frame. There’s a necklace made of playing cards, a gum wrapper bracelet, and barrettes
made by quilling—a paper technique that goes back to the Renaissance. Every project is photographed in full color, and includes
step-by-step illustrations and instructions. Truly a book that shows how to think outside the (cardboard) box.
TIME for Kids
Sonoran-Style Recipes Inspired by the Rich Culture of Southern Arizona
Multicultural Holidays
101 Exceptional Projects to Make Out of Everyday Paper
Nonfiction Readers
Lowriders Blast from the Past
A comprehensive guide to working with teen parents and their children that provides practical program ideas for successful school and
public library program development, implementation, and evaluation. • Storytime outlines, craft ideas, surveys, and questionnaires for use
with teen parents • Ready-to-use flannel board story patterns • A contribution from Maryann Mori, a nationally recognized expert on
presenting "Every Child Ready to Read" workshops to teen parents • Extensive bibliographies and lists, including recommended books to
read aloud, recorded music, fingerplays, and resources—both books and websites—for teen parent program development
DIVPaper Cut is a unique perspective into one of the most exciting fields of contemporary illustration. With contributions from 30 of the
top papercraft illustrators, showcasing their amazing works and delving into their craft, this book will awe and inspire you. Author Owen
Gildersleeve explores why these artists love papercraft, how they use it and what makes their work unique. See their ideas, inspirations and
process in 250 full color photos that includes a range of interesting textured colored paper stocks dotted throughout. See exclusive works
from designers like Chrissie MacDonald, Hattie Newman, Peter Callesen, Kyle Bean Helen Friel, Rob Ryan, Jeff Nishinakaand more!/div
Make Papel PicadoTIME for Kids
Provides informative annotations for an additional 300+ fiction and nonfiction books--contemporary and classic--that support and enhance
the middle school curriculum.
Multicultural Programs for Tweens and Teens
Linking Literature with the Middle School Curriculum
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A Gift from Abuela
The Artful Parent
15295:TFK: NonFiction Readers:Upper Emergent:Teacher's Resource Guide
Encyclopedia of Latino Culture
Many of our experiences in life happen when several generations are together – at church, at home, in our communities. Holidays and family
events are times for celebration, learning, rituals, food, and fun. This edition of Faithful Celebrations focuses on Advent, the Annunciation,
Our Lady of Guadalupe, Los Posadas, Christmas and Epiphany. It includes plenty of activities to learn more about each of these sacred
seasons or days in a church setting, at home, camp, or anywhere in-between. These abundance of ideas allow you to create meaningful
celebrations within a faith context throughout the months of December, January, and February. Each event to be celebrated includes key
ideas, a cluster of activities to experience the key ideas, materials needed, full instructions for implementation, background history and
information, music, art, recipes, and prayer resources to use in a small, intimate or large multi-generational group. For children, youth,
adults, or any combination of ages any of these activities can take place in any setting. While these celebrations are popular in our secular
culture, all ages will reconnect with the sacred roots and traditions practiced by past generations. All can experience new celebrations that
have traditionally been intergenerational events in Spanish speaking communities. Making Time for God in Advent through Epiphany
includes The Annunciation, Advent, Our Lady of Guadalupe, Las Posadas, Christmas, Epiphany Faithful Celebrations: Making Time for
God from Advent through Epiphany • Advent • The Annunciation • Our Lady of Guadalupe • Los Posadas • Christmas • Epiphany
Reading is an adventure with these engaging books written in Spanish! Each book features engaging layouts, TIME FOR KIDS® content,
high-interest photographs, informational text, vocabulary, and sidebars. Six copies of each title plus lesson plans are included and the titles
are: Grande y pequeño (Big and Little); Colores (Colors); Figuras (Shapes); Este soy yo (This Is Me); Yo sé (I Can); Mi gran familia (My Big
Family); En movimiento (On the Go); Trabajadores (Workers); A dónde ir (Places to Go); Terreno (Land); El tiempo (Weather); Agua
(Water); Como crecen las plantas (How Plants Grow); Ojos de animales (Animal Eyes); Madres animales y sus crías (Animal Mothers and
Babies); La vida de una rana (A Frog's Life); La vida de una mariposa (A Butterfly's Life); La vida de una abeja (A Bee's Life); Cosas con
alas (Things with Wings); La vida marina (Sea Life); ¡Locos por insectos y arañas! (Going Buggy!); Haz papel picado (Make Papel Picado);
Haz un dragón del Año Nuevo Chino (Make a Chinese New Year Dragon); Haz un muñequito de jengibre (Make a Gingerbread Man);
Mantenerse sano (Staying Healthy); Mantenerse en forma con deportes (Keeping Fit with Sports); Comer bien (Eating Right); Casas alrededor
del mundo (Homes Around the World); Niños alrededor del mundo (Kids Around the World); and Lugares del mundo (Places Around the
World)
Offers suggestions for observing more than seventy-five holidays, providing ideas for classroom related activities and student projects.
The folk art inspired by Day of the Dead, celebrated in Mexico and around the world, including the American Southwest, powerfully
communicates the cultural traditions of this joyous holiday. As a companion volume to the authors' Day of the Dead, this book focuses on the
artistic imagery of Day of the Dead, including the skulls, skeletons, and the iconic figure of Catrina, as seen in various pieces of market art,
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community art and contemporary art. The work and influence of important Mexican folk artists, such as Jose Guadalupe Posada and Diego
Rivera, are represented and discussed. STEVIE MACK and KITTY WILLIAMS have led Day of the Dead art and cultural tours in Mexico
for many years. Through their company CRIZMAC Art & Cultural Education Materials, Inc., they produce award-winning curriculum
resources for schools and institutions, including video programs such as Flickering Lights: Days of the Dead. They live in Tucson, Arizona.
Day of the Dead in the USA
Patterns and Inspiration to Stamp, Stencil, and Customize Your Stuff
15295:TFK: NonFiction Readers:Upper Emergent:Assessment Guide Book
From Literacy to Life Skills
Mexican Crafts and Craftspeople
Paper Made!
Looks at award-winning children's books by Hispanic authors and illustrators.
This three-volume encyclopedia describes and explains the variety and commonalities in Latina/o culture, providing comprehensive coverage of a variety of
Latina/o cultural forms—popular culture, folk culture, rites of passages, and many other forms of shared expression.
Full of rich language development activities, this Student Guided Practice book is the perfect tool to support Language Power lessons. Each activity is
provided in full-color to keep students engaged and motivated while learning a new language. Develop excellent listening, speaking, reading, and writing
skills in all of your English language learners with this resource.
When new friends Lupe, Flapjack, and Elirio are each bullied by Las Matamoscas, they know they're going to like one another. When they find out they all
love lowrider cars, they know they'll be friends for life. But the bullies won't leave the Lowriders alone—and they don't let any girls or babies into car clubs.
Can these three determined outcasts prove they deserve to be in the car show? Humor, Spanish words, and lowrider culture come together in this
heartwarming graphic novel of three friends navigating the bumpy terrain of friendship, bullying, and standing up for what you believe in. Vámonos!
Pura Belpré Awards
Haz papel picado (Make Papel Picado) (Spanish Version)
Paper Cut
Make Papel Picado 6-Pack
A Thrilling Historical Romance Driven by Love and Justice
Time for Kids Nonfiction Readers

In this D.I.Y. guide to the good life, readers learn how to edit their lives, since in the long
run, less is more — pedal now or paddle later! Readers and their families can live more
joyfully and far more creatively, all on a dime. The best things in life are free — or very
nearly free — and author Billee Sharp shares her freecycling, budget-savvy, barter-better
wisdom. Based on a sensible foundation of global responsibility and foresight for the next
seven generations, Billee Sharp's philosophy is compelling. From the radical common sense
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introduction to the practical how-tos and yummy recipes, Fix It, Make It, Grow It, Bake It is a
step-by-step handbook to revolutionizing spending habits and reclaiming quality of life in the
process. Learn how to start a community garden and to seed share, ditch the grass and raise
organic veggies in the front lawn, eco-clean the house with lemons and lavender cure minor
maladies from the kitchen cabinet, organize a trade-for-what-you-want free flea market, and
cook meals for pennies.
Honoring relatives by tending graves, building altars, and cooking festive meals has been a
major tradition among Latin Americans for centuries. The tribute, "El Día de los Muertos," has
enjoyed renewed popularity since the 1970s when Latinx activists and artists in the United
States began expanding "Day of the Dead" north of the border with celebrations of performance
art, Aztec danza, art exhibits, and other public expressions. Focusing on the power of public
ritual to serve as a communication medium, this revised and updated edition combines a mix of
ethnography, historical research, oral history, and critical cultural analysis to explore the
manifold and unexpected transformations that occur when the tradition is embraced by the
mainstream. A testament to the complex role of media and commercial forces in constructions of
ethnic identity, Day of the Dead in the USA provides insight into the power of art and ritual
to create community, transmit oppositional messages, and advance educational, political, and
economic goals. Today Chicano-style Day of the Dead events take place in all fifty states. This
revised edition provides new information about: The increase in events across the US,
incorporating media coverage and financial aspects, Recent political movements expressed in
contemporary Day of the Dead celebrations, including #BlackLivesMatter and #MeToo Greater media
coverage and online presence of the celebration in blogs, websites, and streaming video Día de
los Muertos themes and iconography in video games and films The proliferation of commercialized
merchandise such as home goods, apparel, face paints and jewelry at mainstream big box and web
retailers, as well as the widespread proliferation of calavera-themed decorations and costumes
for Halloween 24 new full color illustrations
Jump into the life of a frog, learn how to make a gingerbread man, discover how plants grow,
and much more with the 30 attention-grabbing titles in this 6-Pack collection. Supplement your
reading program, build your classroom library, and enhance your intervention program with highinterest nonfiction leveled books. These colorful books feature content from TIME FOR KIDS®,
with themes from science, mathematics, and social studies. Children will want to read these
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books that include familiar concepts, high-interest content, and a variety of colorful
graphics. This 180-book collection includes six copies of each title plus lesson plans. The
titles in this collection include: Big and Little; Colors; Shapes; This Is Me; I Can; My Big
Family; On the Go; Workers; Places to Go; Land; Weather; Water; How Plants Grow; Animal Eyes;
Animal Mothers and Babies; A Frog's Life; A Butterfly's Life; A Bee's Life; Things with Wings;
Sea Life; Going Buggy!; Make Papel Picado; Make a Chinese New Year Dragon; Make a Gingerbread
Man; Staying Healthy; Keeping Fit with Sports; Eating Right; Homes Around the World; Kids
Around the World; and Places Around the World.
Do you have something to celebrate? You can celebrate by making papel picado! Featuring vibrant
step-by-step photo instructions, this Spanish-translated, nonfiction book helps introduce
children to another culture through craft-making and designs.
Teacher's resource manual
An Exploration Into the Contemporary World of Papercraft Art and Illustration
Voices from the Ancestors
Make Papel Picado
Los Angeles Magazine
The Eagle on the Cactus
A "week one, day one" kind of teacher?s manual with daily geography drills and numerous weekly assignment choices that include:
mapping activities, atlas usage, research, notebooking and culture. Daily drills at 3 different levels for versatility and multi-year
usage. Students learn to recognize important characteristics and traits of each continent, read and create maps, identify key
geographical terms and more. Finish up the year by reading Around the World in 80 Days, by Jules Verne. This course lays a solid
foundation of world geography for students 2nd grade and up.
Transform everyday objects into handcrafted pieces to wear, share, and display. In Yellow Owl's Make It Yours, you'll learn
techniques for bringing personal touches to objects all around your home. Upgrade your plain scarf with a colorful abstract design.
Turn a dresser into an eye-catching art deco showpiece. Whip up a desert-inspired quilt to enliven your living room. Expert printer
and Yellow Owl Workshop founder, Christine Schmidt, shares her trade secrets for creating gorgeous projects using unexpected
materials, from gold leaf to cake fondant. What's best: the included Yellow Owl Workshop templates and techniques can be mixed
and matched to create countless more projects! Featuring inventive ideas for every room, skill level, and time constraint, Yellow
Owl's Make It Yours will teach you to print, stamp, stencil, and dye your way to a personalized life. Projects include: - Monogram
Leather Clutch - Roll Stamp Table Linens - Fruit Shoji Blinds - Shibori Dyed Bed Linens - Plaid Tote - Upholstered Chair with HandPrinted Fabric - DIY Delftware
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Time for Kids Nonfiction Readers Set 1, Grade 1
Crafts and Culture 6-Pack Collection
Language Power: Grades K-2 Level B Teacher's Guide
The Migration and Transformation of a Cultural Phenomenon
Taste of Tucson
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